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all compositions by Natsumi

HORIZON

MARYLAND

SNOW FALLING

IMAGES ~ BY THE FIRE PLACE

PERCHE

A CHAOS

FAIRFIELD

AFTER THE FEST
dance/ Andrea Hendrickson

DESERT PLACES (words by Robert Frost)

voice/ Megan Schubert

WHEN YOU WERE LITTLE ~ A VIEW
cello/ Adele Mori

LENSO

first violin/ Katrina Monta
second violin/ Heather Sommerlad
viola/ Cori Tolda
cello/ Adele Mori

COLORS

1st mvt. Something warm
2nd mvt. Something solid
3rd mvt. Gradation

CALL ME ANYTIME

tabla/ Yousuf Kerai

Thank you for...

Tom, I wouldn't be here if I hadn't met you in New York; Suzanne and Linda, for all your help to make this concert happen; the performers, who have done such a great job working with me for tonight; Yoshiko and Allen, for wonderful friendship and encouragement; Gekko, for video recording; all the people who I have met here at Bennington College; and Liam, for your love and support.

any comments, reflections, please email Natsumi at:
natsumisakaguchi@yahoo.com